
Crane OCR Solutions
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• Increased crane performance
• Reduced vessel turnaround time 
• Improved TOS planning and data 

quality
• Cost effective with accurate 

results

• Registering and identifying each 
container

• Seamless TOS integration
• Exception handling through Crane 

Operator Application

Application
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• Crane OCR
• BoxCatcher
• SideCatcher
• Crane OCR System
• Crane Operator Application

Camco’s crane OCR solutions capture crucial data during container 
handling, independent of crane movements and operations. 
Seamless TOS integration ensures that the data is instantly sent to 
the TOS, ultimately improving vessel turnaround time. 

Crane OCR solutions come in a static and dynamic version, to suit 
the terminals’ specific needs. Our static solution with fixed cameras 
requires that the spreader’s flight path is defined within certain 
boundaries, while the dynamic version uses a moving camera unit 
tracking the container’s flight path in real time. Both systems are 
highly accurate, engineered for reliability, high availability and easy 
maintenance. 

Identifying containers during crane operations.

Camco is working with terminals world-
wide to optimize the way they operate.



Basic vs. Full Crane OCR

SideCatcher
Container ID, ISO code and door direction

Crane OCR features Basic crane 
OCR

Full crane 
OCR

Container ID yes yes

ISO code yes yes

Seal presence yes

IMDG label presence yes

IMDG label classification yes

Container door direction yes yes

Damages yes

Based on the terminal’s requirements, targets and objectives, Camco identifies two types of OCR solutions to fit on 
quay cranes: basic crane OCR and full crane OCR.

Camco’s SideCatcher provides basic crane OCR. It’s a compact intelligent camera system, installed on the crane’s 
horizontal sill beams, used to take pictures of the container’s long sides. The system detects and captures the 
container ID, ISO code and door direction.

A typical setup is based on six cameras fixed on the sill beams. Each camera has multiple 4MP sensors and fix 
focus lenses. Every sensor/lens combination covers two lanes and guarantees perfectly focused pictures. To support 
24/7 operations in all weather conditions, the cameras are equipped with LED light projectors able to produce the 
optimal on-demand light conditions. 

The solution is very scalable: intelligent cameras are used, a known and proven concept for all Camco OCR 
products, and OCR is performed on the crane. 

Intelligent cameras, fitted on the 

sill beams capture the long sides 

of the containers providing reli-

able results. 

LED light projectors guarantee 

stable and constant lighting con-

ditions for high quality pictures.



BoxCatcher
Full crane OCR solution. Catching every box. Every time.

Camco’s BoxCatcher is a camera unit mounted on the 
crane or on a rail, used to take pictures of the container 
door during (un)loading, without interrupting normal 
crane operations. 

It can be installed in either a fixed position on a service 
rail, or as a moving camera unit on a dynamic rail 
following the container’s flight path in real time. This 
solution provides full crane OCR and seamless TOS 
integration.

To support varying container sizes, it uses two 12MP 
global shutter cameras: the first is focused on a 20 
feet container door or front surface, while the second 
is focused on a 40/45 feet variant. The BoxCatcher 
is furthermore equipped with 600W LED built-in light 
projectors focused at the required distances.  

BoxCatcher SideViewer option
The BoxCatcher can be extended with an optional 
SideViewer: two additional camera units placed on both 
sides to provide detailed pictures of the container’s long 
sides.  

The container long side pictures are taken with 
separate 4MP global shutter cameras inside the 
SideViewer. These are oriented in 2 directions 
(container moving towards the BoxCatcher and 
container going away from the BoxCatcher).

The SideViewer uses 600 Watt LED projectors aimed 
at the long side of the container. LED light is used on 
demand. 

Two high speed global shutter cameras are designed for 
capturing fast moving objects, traveling at 4 m/s. 

The BoxCatcher will autonomously compensate for the 
container swing during operations. 

When installed on a dynamic rail, the BoxCatcher 
will automatically travel vertically or horizontally to 
the optimal position to capture the door/front of the 
passing container. Tracking the container movement, 
the camera can travel at 4 m/s over a distance of up 
to 36 meter. Maintenance is safe and easy, as the 
BoxCatcher can be moved to its home position where it 
is easily accessible. 

This one-fit-all solution is designed to support various 
container configurations (single, tandem, 20’-30’-
40’-45’), offering you the tool to optimize your crane 
operations.

Following the spreader, superior crane performance with extremely accurate results.

Our patented BoxCatcher follows 

the container spreader path, de-

termined by the crane driver or 

crane automation, not reducing 

operational speed. 
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Camco Technologies is the leading technology company in innovative terminal automation solutions 
and services.  Since 1999, our systems empower marine and railway terminal operators to increase 
their performance and safety while reducing operating costs.

Already 150+ terminal operators worldwide successfully optimized their gate, rail, crane and yard 
processes using our highly accurate OCR technology, robust kiosk systems and advanced software.  
Terminals of all types and sizes can employ our industry-leading technology solutions to optimize 
their operations and improve their customer service level.

Interested? Our dedicated and experienced team will assist you in designing, implementing and 
integrating the solution that best meets your specific needs.

Trusted Partner


